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Fairfield junior Michael Cicirelli kicks off
his Project Halo tour Oct. 9. He will be
the keynote speaker at the Kelly Center on
Thursday. SEE P. 3.

Check out the best local bands that remain
unsigned by record labels. Included is
Mike Falzone '06 and John Turrell '09,
both of who play the guitar. SEE PG. 13.

Two former players from last year's teams
have gone pro overseas. Sabra Wrice, Meka
Werts are playing in England and Finland,
SEE P. 24.
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Financial Economic crisis raises
burden: financial aid, career questions
Photo Illustration by Ali Forman

Total institutional aid budget:
Student loans
defaulted:

Percent of graduating
seniors who borrowed:

2004-05: $20,748,000

Financial aid budget:

2007-08: $28,120,000

Increased by 11 percent last
year

2007-2008:60 percent

National: 5.2 percent

Assisted with over 60 percent of

Fairfield: 0.6 percent

students with cost of college

Average need-based loan*
for freshmen at Fairfield:

Average per-borrower
cumulative debt
at Fairfield:

2006-07: $3,365
2007-08: $4,591

2004-05: $24,251
♦Excluding PLUS loans, unsubsidized loans,
and private alternative loans.

2005-06: $25,081
2006-07: $28,751
2007-08: $31,984
BY JOE CARRETTA

On a rainy Friday afternoon,
a bleary-eyed trader is leaving the
floor of the New York Stock Exchange with a freshly lit cigarette as
another haggard looking man finds
the nearest bench to sit and bury
his head in his hands after another
dreadful day at the office.
With the country's economic
foundations crumbling like a house
with termites, students at Fairfield
are becoming uneasy about venturing out into a job market that
might be slimmer than it has been
in recent memory.
"The economy is going to make
things more difficult than it was in
the past," said John Picyk '10. "I
think a lot of it will depend on how

things
students pay
begin to
for school
recover
with numerafter the
ous financial aid
presidential
packages.
election."
"Fairfield conThe economic critinues to remain deeply
_
Photo illustration by Andoni Flores
sis the U.S. is currently wadcommitted to helping our stuStatistics are
according
to
the
University
Fact
Book
and
ing through has been caused
dents with need despite the curprimarily by sub-prime mort- Director of Financial Aid Erin Chiaro.
rent economic conditions and
gages, which were defaulted
trends," she said. "Fairfield has
because citizens were unable to difficult for students to obtain loans increased the financial aid budget
keep up with loan payments. This with manageable interest rates.
by 11 percent over the last year and
surge triggered numerous housing
Director of Financial Aid Erin has assisted over 60 percent of our
foreclosures and sent investment •Chiaro said that as of 2006, the students with the cost of college."
banks that had cut up and sold these national student default loan rate on
For students who receive monmortgages to investors in a very government loans was 5.2 percent, ey toward their education, or to pay
bad situation.
while Fairfield students defaulted a their own way to attend Fairfield,
This situation has made com- miniscule 0.6 percent in that same the post-college world graduates
panies hesitant to loan money to year. She added that Fairfield has will step into is widely
unqualified patrons, and has made it been working diligently to help believed to be severely

economically challenged, according to many economic experts.
It might also put an added
strain on families whose savings
are quickly dwindling during this
inflationary period, according to
Forbes in a recent article.
"All families who experience
unusual difficulties related to the
economy are encouraged to contact the Office of Financial Aid to
discuss their situation," said Judith
Dobai, associate vice president of
enrollment management.
"Fairfield has made a significant investment in the financial aid
budget, increasing the budget by 11
percent for 2008-09."
William Lucas, vice president
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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Right 'On the Money:'

The gap grows smaller:

Grad hosts national TV show

Bridgeport Tuition Initiative in year one

BY JOE CARRETTA
BY TOM CLEARY

As families tighten their budgets
and are forced to spend money that
they planned on saving for college, it
is becoming increasingly more difficult
for low-income high school students to
attend college.
Fairfield's Bridgeport Tuition
Initiative, a five-month old plan that
grants free tuition to any Bridgeport
high school student whose family
makes less than $50,000 a year, has
become that much more important in
the current economic situation.

In the first year of the program, 18
students from Bridgeport, 12 freshmen
and six returning students are enrolled
at the University and are taking advantage of the plan.
"I feel that this plan was a blessing," said Antquanette Chisolm '12,
who attended Bridge Academy Charter School last year, was accepted
at Fairfield and chose to come after
receiving free tuition.
Chisolm, who graduated at the
top of her high school class and is the
SEE "WELL-PUBLICIZED" ON P.
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Contributed Photo

Generation debt: Carmen Wong Ulrich
'92 has written a book, worked for magazines and now hosts a show on CNBC.

In an age of economic disarray, financial uncertainty and a stock market meltdown, the financial world is
turning to a former Fairfield Stag to lead it through this
financial fog into the promised land of prosperity.
Carmen Wong Ulrich, Fairfield '92, has found her
niche as the host of CNBC's "On the Money," a new,
one-hour personal finance program which provides personalized actionable information that will "give you the
ammunition you need to power through these volatile
times," according to show publicist Beth Goldman.
Ulrich graduated Fairfield with a double major in
psychology and art history, then spent time working in
SEE "UNIVERSITY" ON P.
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... where first the economy fails, and now the Bank of America ATM in the
BCC is out of order. What's going to go wrong next?

IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KERI HARRISON

Theater Fairfield presents "The Rocky
Horror Show"
Halloween weekend will mark the commencement of Theater Fairfield's season this academic year
with the rock musical "The Rocky Horror Show." The
show, which first opened in London in 1973 and then
later became
the movie "The
Rocky Horror
Picture Show,"
"tells a hot and
seductive story
of sexuality,"
according to a
recent University press release.
With performances from
Oct. 29 to Nov.
1, the cast, made
up of Theater
Fairfield students, will put
on this "theatContributed Photo rical phenomenon" that is
well-known for its encouragement of audience participation. Shows will be held at the Wien Black Box
Theater and tickets are on sale at the Quick Center.

Discoverers of AIDS and cancer viruses to
receive Nobel Prize
The Nobel Prize in Medicine was awarded on Monday to three scientists who are credited for discovering
H.I. V., the virus which causes AIDS, and H.P.V., which
is a known cause for cervical cancer.
French scientists Francoise Barre-Sinoussi and Luc
A. Montagnier receive half Of the award for the discovery of the AIDS virus and German scientist Dr. Harald
zu Hausen is awarded for the discovery of H.P. V.
According to an article in The New York Times,
each of the discoveries was made over twenty-five
years ago, and that the maximum number of recipients
to receive the award per year is three, so as not to cause
important omissions.

U.S. to rely on Russia for visits to the
International Space Center
Amidst political disagreements between the United
States and Russia over many issues, including the conflict in Georgia, the U.S. will have to look to Russia as
an ally when it comes to visiting the International Space
Center from 2010-2015, according to a New York Times
article. With the close of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) in two years and the next
generation of American spacecraft scheduled to arrive in
2015, NASA plans to buy seats on Russia's spacecrafts.
It is a part of the Bush administration's plan to "retire the
nation's three space shuttles and work on a return to the
Moon," according to the article; both presidential candidates have denounced the five-year gap, which forces
the American space program to rely on Russia.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Not just a pretty face: Actress and humanitarian Mia Farrow spoke about the genocide in Darfur on Monday night.

Actress emphasizes need for aid in Sudan
five members of the United Nations Security Council, as well
as other information on how to help on her humanitarian Web
An actress may seem like an unlikely person to be spreading site, www.miafarrow.org.
the word about the injustices in Darfur, Sudan. But on Monday
Named to the 2008 Time Magazine 100 World's Most
night Mia Farrow proved that such stereotypes are wrong.
Influential People, Farrow has frequented Darfur and plans to
Fairfield welcomed Farrow, the award-winning actress, return early next year.
"I will listen, I will write down every word. Again I will hold
human rights advocate, humanitarian and mother of 14,
to the Quick Center as part of the Open VISIONS forum broken women in my arms — and again I will promise them I
Monday night.
will indeed tell the world what is happening to them. I will take
Greeted by a packed audience with pleasure and applause, more photographs. And then, somehow — I will leave them there
Farrow quickly turned the auditorium silent with her horrific in their hell and come back to an indifferent world."
firsthand stories of the atrocities taking place in the Darfur region
During the question and answer session, Farrow disof western Sudan.
played a refreshing candidness when asked about her personal
Showing the audience a hijaab which she wears around her life, talking about the invaluable life lesson, "With knowledge
neck, Farrow explained how it
comes responsibility," that she
was a gift from a Darfur refugee
has imparted on her children,
named Halima. After Halima told
to her trip with The Beatles to
Farrow of how she witnessed
visit the Maharishi.
"I had a short attention
the murder of three of her five
span so it was not easy," Farrow
children in one day of bombings
by the government-sponsored
quipped regarding meditation,
"janjaweed," or Arabic for "devadding that spending time with
ils on horseback," Halima "took
John, Paul, George and Ringo
this hijaab from her neck and
was loads of fun. They were so
welcome ... just flowing over
insisted that I wear it — for my
with creative things."
protection — I who could offer
While Farrow divulged
her no protection. She clasped
her accounts of the Beatles
my hands and said, 'tell people
and her acting experiences
what is happening here. Tell them
we will all be slaughtered. Tell
Peter Caty/The Mirror with the audience, the focus
was quickly brought back to
them we need help.'"
p|ea for a\& \\ js believed that the government spon
the
pressing need for aid in the
Farrow shared many other sored janjaweed have killed 400,000 people,
suffering region in Sudan.
stories from her 10 trips to Darfur,
As Professor Philip Eliasoph said while prefacing Mia
all similarly disturbing and gruesome as this one, emphasizing
the complete helplessness of the people of Darfur. It is believed Farrow, "Even today we are still indeed plagued by war,
that the janjaweed has killed 400,000 Darfurians thus far, and the death, famine and pestilence," and this installment of the
Open VISIONS forum presented compelling information
situation has only gotten worse over the past five years.
Farrow hopes that the knowledge that she is tirelessly by an incredible advocate on the horrors of a genocide ocworking to impart on the world about the Darfur genocide curring in today's world.
As a Jesuit university whose mission is "to foster in
elicits individual as well as global action to end the suffering.
Urging people to call their legislators, the White House and the [students] ethical and religious values and a sense of social
United Nations to stress the importance of making Darfur a top responsibility," Mia Farrow connected the'importance of
tier issue, Farrow offers contact information for the permanent social responsibility and respect for other human beings.
BY CHRISTINA TOBIA
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Student creates
college tour to
promote tolerance
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

On Thursday, Oct. 9, junior Michael Cicirelli will be the
keynote speaker at the Kelley Center to begin his Project Halo
college tour. He spoke to The Mirror to discuss his plans.
The Mirror: You're from Ohio and most students at
Fairfield aren't outside of the New England region. How
did you hear about Fairfield and why did you decide to
come here?
Michael Cicirelli: I was looking for a very rigorous and credited
science and premedical program to
begin my studies. Fairfield seemed to
have a high rating for excellence in
the sciences and I was immediately
drawn to it.
TM: How did you get involved with Project Halo and what
CICIRELLI
are its objectives?
MC: I designed Project Halo in
response to the hate crimes spurred by ignorance and lack
of exposure to the LGBT community. Halo has three objectives: the first is to educate the greater community on what
it means to be LGBT, the second objective is to enter into
a dialogue concerning our current belief systems and why
those feed into these biases, and the third
INSIDE:
objective is to provide a warning, showing
EDITORIAL
individuals who might be tempted to indulge
P. 7
in this negative behavior what their victims
experience and ultimately look like.
TM: What is involved during your college tour and what
other campuses will you go to?
MC: My college tour centers on spreading the word
about tolerance and acceptance far and wide. Project Halo
will travel and tell the same account that Fairfield University
will hear this coming Thursday. We are looking into many
other institutions, next on the list is Holy Cross University
on Nov. 5.
TM: The press release Fairfield put out said that you
were inspired due to incidents that occurred in high school.
What sorts of things happened?
MC: Come and see Project Halo and you will definitely
find out.
TM: Did you find a different atmosphere at Fairfield?
Cicirelli: I definitely found a less volatile atmosphere
here on campus. I enjoy my professors and my fellow
students and rarely have a run in with intolerance. ... I can
only speak for myself though. Our University has plenty
of room to grow, as it should and will, but in the years that I
have been here, it has definitely made a promising first step
toward tolerance and acceptance.
TM: Did you go to a Catholic high school or were you
raised Catholic? If so, how do you reconcile your sexuality
with religious beliefs?
MC: I did not go to a Catholic high school but I was
raised in a very Catholic home. My sexuality and my religion
never really had to be reconciled. I was very proud of whom
I was and always felt that being gay was just as much a gift
from God as someone having a beautiful singing voice. The
difference being that my gift is still misunderstood, but we
are working on that a day at a time.
TM: I'm not sure if you have seen this, but there is already some controversy about you speaking [From the Web
site: http://angelqueen.org]: One of the posts even says "The
Cardinal Newman Society Web site reports that Fairfield in
effect will turn an on-campus bar into a gay bar to host a
'Coming Out Night' by the University's Gay-Straight Alliance club. Most likely underaged students and others will be
there—possibly resulting in a sort of acting-out of a scene
from the V-monologues where a lesbian plys an underaged
girl with liquor in order to seduce her." Another says that,
"They're turning what was once a Catholic university into
a San Francisco bathhouse." I feel like most students and
people on Fairfield's campus would disagree with these
statements, but it shows that there are some people with that
mindset still around. What would you say to them?
MC: I forgive you.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Hello, neighbor: Fairfield has received complaints about the noise generated by soccer games in recent weeks.

_
11 p
Relationship between University and
XflCIlClly IirC* neighbors is considered satisfactory,
despite noise complaints
BY ANNIE ROONEY

The Fairfield men's home soccer
game versus Northeastern took place
at Lessing Field on Sept. 8. The 7 p.m.
start promoted the attendance of many
Stags to support the men's team as they
challenged the Northeastern Huskies.
But not only was the 2-1 loss discouraging, the fact that one neighbor
called and made two noise complaints
generated rumors of the poor relationship Fairfield has with its neighbors.
Martha Milearek, primary community relations liaison of Fairfield,
responded to the situation stating,
"I must say that I have been here six
years and this is the first time I have
received a call about this."
Despite legal action that was
taken in 2000 to issue a permanent
injunction toward the University limiting the use of noise and lighting, the
relationship between the University
and its immediate neighbors is generally seen as positive.
"I think it is important to say that

this should be looked upon as the
University's being a good citizen and
neighbor," said Milearek as she continued to praise the superb relationship
Fairfield has with its neighbors.
Also noting the restrictions
Fairfield has made in accordance with
its close neighbors, Mark Reed, vice
president for administrative services
and student affairs, promotes the distress neighbors might voice.
"We ask and invite our neighbors
to contact us when they have questions
or concerns," he said.
He also made the point that "while
positive reporting occurs regularly, it
is the negative stuff which gets the
most attention. That's unfortunate."
Fr. Laurence O'Neil is chaplain for
the athletic department and has been
employed at Fairfield for 48 years.
He too has seen the relationship
with Fairfield and its neighbors to be
very positive and encouraging.
"We try to be as accommodating
as possible," he said as he has observed
neighbors using our property for exer-

cise purposes or entertainment.
The land, on which Fairfield's
next-door neighbors reside, was
originally owned by the sisters of
Notre Dame in the late 1950s. The
sisters also owned Dolan Hall and
nearby facilities. However, for financial reasons, they sold off the land to
developers who transformed it into
residential opportunities.
O'Neil, having formed a neighborly relationship with them throughout his time at fairfield said, "The majority [of the University's neighbors]
are tolerant and are college graduates
themselves; they understand noise."
The positive relationship continues as Fairfield grows as a university
and community.
Milearek said: "The key is striking the right balance on allowing the
University and its students to thrive in
an appropriate educational atmosphere
and at the same time be cognizant that
we are in the middle of a residential
neighborhood."
■

Students begin to feel economic crunch
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

for finance and administration at Fairfield, said he expects the financial job market
will be difficult for at least
one more year, but thought
the recent credit crunch will
have a significant impact
only on students making a
large scale purchase, or those
without a source of income.
"Students currently in
loan repayment and currently
employed should be OK with
loan repayment," he said.
"However, if a graduate is at
the stage of buying a house it
could be more challenging in
qualifying for a mortgage."
Faculty members at the
Dolan School of Business
agreed that students in the
financial sector will find it
more difficult to find jobs,
but added there will always
be places for properly qualified candidate to work.
"There are fewer jobs in
the economy, with some in-

dustries more vulnerable than
others," said Winston Tellis,
University information systems professor. "Especially
now, our liberal arts strength
is attractive to organizations
that value the flexibility of
potential employees."
Tellis added that it is
difficult to project when the
economy will right itself
because there are so many
varying pressures on the
country at this point, but
maintained that there are jobs
for students who are willing
to work.
Fairfield management
professor Daniel Gibson
agreed that the hiring rate of
employers is decreasing, but
raised a point which might
alleviate some graduates'
trepidations about their post
collegiate endeavors.
"When the economy
slows, large companies tend
to lay off older, more expensive employees, meaning
that new opportunities may

arise for recent graduates,
whose salaries are lower,"
he said.
Gibson also said he believes we are in a "long-ish"
economic slump that might
take three to four years to
correct itself.
Alumni currently in the
workplace and working to
pay off the loans they accumulated said they are not
necessarily feeling the pressure of the faltering economy, but also don't expect to
see any kind of pay increase
in the near future.
"It's going to take me
around five years to pay off
my loans," said Stephanie
Lauto '08. "I was lucky to
land a job but some of my
friends still haven't been able
to land with a company since
they graduated. Things are
definitely tough in the current economy."
Ben Doody '07 who
graduated with about $ 18,000
in loans said he was able to

pay the loans right away, but
still said his bank account is
suffering mainly due to the
high price of gas.
■ "I have a job, and I
know that my job is relatively secure." he said. "Due
to the cost of fuel my bank
account is suffering, and
with the state of the market, I
don't believe I will be seeing
any substantial pay increase
anytime soon."
Despite the doomsday
mentality portrayed often in
the media, many Fairfield administrators believe student
looking for and paying off
loans will not be affected as
long as they do not build up
any kind of sizeable debt and
that the jobs will be there for
Fairfield grads.
"There are still jobs
available, even in today's
market," said Gibson. "Don't
give up searching for employment. The people who
get jobs are the ones who
want it more than you do."
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Campi•us crime beat:
Student misses step, tough week for windows
and there are no susects.
6:30 a.m. A window was ripped off on the outside of the
Regis lounge. It was replaced by maintenance and there are
no suspects.
2:58 p.m. School of Engineering counselors reported two
missing students. They later received a call that the
students had been picked up by their parents.

BY KERI HARRISON

Thursday, Oct. 2
10:54 a.m. There was a minor accident involving two cars
in the Canisius lower parking lot. There were no injuries and
minor damage to the cars.
11:04 a.m. Vandalism was reported in
the BCC. Posters advertising a club were
torn down. There are no suspects.

Sunday, Oct. 5
1:02 a.m. There was a report of a fight
at the Townhouse block 14 area. Alumni
attempted to enter house and were refused
entry. Fight ensued and alumni were escorted
out of area.
3:10 a.m. A student accidentally fell down the
stairs at a townhouse. Student was injured and
sent to the hospital.

Friday, Oct. 3
2:36 a.m. A suspicious person was
reported in the Regis lot. Person was a
student who then showed identification.
12:58 p.m. Damage to a vehicle was
reported near Townhouse block 13. Vehicle
appeared to be struck by another vehicle.
Saturday, Oct. 4
12:41 a.m. Two non-students were caught
urinating on the tire of a car in the Kelley lot. Criminal trespass warnings were issued and they were escorted
off-campus.
12:56 a.m. An area coordinator ran across a non-student
in the Townhouse block 9 area. Non-student was intoxicated
and escorted off-campus.
1:59 a.m. A rock was thrown through a second floor window of a townhouse. Window was replaced by maintenance

MIRROR

Monday, Oct. 6
12:08 p.m. An area coordinator reported profanity on
a whiteboard on a door in Regis. There were no details about
what was written and there are no suspects.
CAMPUS LIFE:

!

"FROM WRITE-UPS TO ROUNDS:

A FIRST HAND ;

ACCOUNT OF A NIGHT WITH PUBLIC SAFETY"

SEE

p. 9
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Well-publicized plan increasing local student interest in Fairfield
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

were excited about the fact that the opportunity is available.
Students do know and are looking forward to the chance."
The initiative aims to motivate students in Bridgeport to

to try harder and I am pretty sure that it already is," said
Chisolm.
first person in her family to go to college, said that she has
William H. Johnson, the associate director of admission
enjoyed her time at Fairfield so far.
for diversity, said that the initiative should help "improve
"My classes are wonderful and the people are
the socioeconomic diversity within our student body."
even better," said Chisolm.
The Fairfield initiative debuted in the same year that
Students must first be accepted into Fairfield
Sacred Heart University unveiled a similar plan, which
before qualifying for the tuition plan, which does
extends throughout Fairfield County. Twelve students
not specifically cover room and board costs.
have taken advantage of that plan this year. However,
Depending on individual circumstances, the UniDobai does not believe that there will be any competition
versity may also pay for room and board, fees and
between the two schools.
other expenses.
- "Fairfield's plan fits best within our overall finan"We are pleased with the first year's results,"
cial aid goals of providing as much aid as possible to as
said Judith Dobai, the associate vice president
many students who need it," said Dobai. "Our overall
for enrollment management. "Our goal is to raise
goal remains enrolling students of all economic means
awareness in Bridgeport that Fairfield can be
and providing the financial support students may need to
affordable for academically successful students."
attend Fairfield."
"Fairfield has over 450 students with family
The plan should make Fairfield more attractive to
incomes below $50,000 already enrolled, so this
students who could have chosen Fairfield in the past, but
was a way to inform others that Fairfield is accescould not afford it without a substantial amount of aid.
sible to them too," she continued.
"I believe that many of Bridgeport's top students
John Ramos, the superintendent of Bridgeport
who may have traditionally looked elsewhere for the colschools, said that he is pleased with the success
lege education will give more consideration to attending
of the plan so far.
Fairfield," said Johnson. "There may be other students
"So far it is working well," Ramos said.
who find [the initiative] to be an opportunity that moti"There are 12 students from Bridgeport at Fairfield
vates them to do well academically and display many of
as freshmen and I believe that all 12 have accessed
the qualities that Fairfield seeks in its students."
the program. That is a great start. As time goes on
Dobai agreed and said, "We may see some increase
and the plan gets older, more students will take
in applicants from Bridgeport schools. More importantly,
advantage of it."
we want to attract the strongest Bridgeport students who
Ramos added that the plan was well publimay have in the past looked to stat institutions instead of
cized throughout Bridgeport schools last year and
Fairfield because of tuition costs."
that, "guidance counselors are aware of it and are
The students who have come to Fairfield on the scholcommunicating it to the students."
arship
are able to set an example for younger generations
Mirror File Photo
The result, according to Ramos, is an increase Bridging the gap: Antquanette Chisolm '12 came to Fairfield this year un- of students in Fairfield.
in discussion about Fairfield and he expects more der the Bridgeport Tuition Initiative, which provides free tuition for students
"I think that the scholarship will make a better bond
students to try and take advantage of the initiative from low-income Bridgeport families.
between Fairfield and Bridgeport because it is giving
in the coming years.
a great opportunity to inner city students," said Sergio
"The other day I was in a school in the career center, work hard in high school in order to receive a crucial college Lara '12, who received the plan. "I hope that this scholarship
talking to students about their future plans," said Ramos. education, while also increasing the diversity at Fairfield.
does motivate students in Bridgeport do better, because this
"A couple told me that they were applying to Fairfield and
"I think the plan is a great way to motivate people scholarship can change their mind."

This Week FU5A Presents

airfield

UNIVERSITY

Career Corner

Presentations:

Pre-Fartv at the Levee lor Men's Soccer vs. BC
Wednesday. October 8,2008
8PM FREE FOOD AMD T-SHIRTS"!
Game @ 7pm
Bonfire to follow
On sale Monday October 6, 2008
11 am at the Info Desk
Tickets are $15
Trip date: Saturday October 18, 2008

Ymtng Frankenstein Tickets
On sale Monday October 6, 2008
11 am at the Info Desk
Tickets are $40
Show date: Thursday October 18,2003

Christies Education New York
,m»
Kelley Center
Tuesday, 10/14
3j©0p.m.-4:
Employer Application Deadlines:
Blum Shapiro
Accounting & Audit Internship
Accounting & Audit Staff
10/09/08
Tax Intern &Tax Accountant
10/09/08
Commodities Training Program
10/09/08
Sempra Energy
Tax Intern & Tax Associate
10/10/08
WTASLLC
Operataons Analyst
10/13/08
SAC Capital
IBM (Southbury)
Professional Accountant
10/13/08
Bridgevtfater Associates- Operations Associate,
Portfolio Accountant
10/14/08
Prudential Financial (RI]h Customer Service Associate
10/15/08
Associate Annuities Sales Desk
Specialist/Internal Wholesaler 10/15/08
Technology Trainee Investment Services
Legg Mason
Technology Trainee Project Services 1Q/15/OB
Operations and Business Services
JPMorgan Chase
Development Program
10/16/08
Hertz Rubenstein Reminick Entry Level - Audit./
Accounting Services
10/16/08
Entry Level - Tax Services 10/16/08
Be sure to visit eRecruitrng for details and7 updates

Friday, October 10,2008
5c45pm- 1am
Leaves from Alumni Kali and
drops off at Fairfield Cinemas

Mitford Malt Shuttle:
Saturday. October 11, 2008
First leaves Alumni Hall at 11am
Last leaves mall at 8pm
Wil leave campus en the hour

Nursing Career Fair
Friday, October 17 - 12sGQp.m. - 3:00p.m.
Kelley Center
Career Planning Center Resume Review/ Drop - In
Fridays I:30p.m, - 4:00p.m.
Career Planning Center, Kelley Center
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University grad fulfills lifelong TV dream
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

to understand people when my job is to help them make
sound financial decisions."
Ulrich agreed that in this current market, people are
very open to financial advice, and said she thinks we might
be in the midst of a financial downturn for sometime.

"Wall Street was in need of some aid, but I think average
people are the key to the success. We have to provide them
Santiago, Chile, before launching herself head-first into
with applicable information about their finances to help
the media world.
them avoid foreclosures and stay out of debt."
"I worked at an auction house after Fairfield, but
During her time at Fairfield, Ulrich said there were
decided that art should be a hobby, not
two faculty members whom she still
a career," Ulrich said in an exclusive
remains in contact with currently.
interview with The Mirror. "My first
Professors Ronald Davidson
print media job was with Money Magaof religious studies, and Katherine
zine, but I wrote columns for different
Schwab, the director of the art hismagazines and that helped me get my
tory department, both helped her
foot in the door of the media world."
discover and celebrate her capaUlrich has written financial colbilities, she said, and still keeps in
umns for Glamour magazine, as well
contact with her to this day despite
as a wealth column for Men's Health.
all of her success.
After stepping down as an editor at
"We try to stay in touch with
Money, Ulrich wrote a book called
many of our Art History alumni,
"Generation Debt: Take Control of
and it is very clear that the quality
your Money."
of their education at Fairfield has
"After I wrote the book, I was dohelped them chart paths in a wide
ing a lot of appearances on television in
variety careers, both in the visual
order to promote it," she said. "Those
arts area as well as outside of it,"
different appearances got me some
said Schwab.
eyeballs. I definitely would have never
"Carmen's intelligence, initiagotten strictly as a writer. After being
tive and drive, exemplified as a
told I was a good fit on the screen, I
student, are key traits which have
decided to stick with it.
helped her along the way."
"Being on television was a lifelong
Ulrich's success is also seen by
dream of mine," she said. "Everything
others
in the Fairfield community
Contributed Photo
happens for a reason, and the chain of Taking control of money: Carmen Wong Ulrich has been an editor for magazines, written a book
as a lesson for current students.
events in my life gave me the oppor- and now is the host of a national television show.
Fr. Jim Mayzik, director of the
tunity to be where I am now."
New Media program at Fairfield,
Ulrich grew up in Manhattan and after graduating
"Whether the economy is up or down, we will never said he thinks it is great that graduates can have such
from Fairfield, she received a master's degree in psychol- be able to go back to a time when we didn't have to worry success in the media world, and was excited for her even
ogy from Columbia University and established herself in about pur savings," she said. "People have to be educated though she was never a part of the new media major.
the business world.
about their 401K's, their money market accounts, and
"It's exciting to watch one of our own Fairfield alumShe said while the art history half of her major turned everything else concerning their financial futures."
nae rise to national exposure in the broadcast media,"
into a hobby, her knowledge of the human mind helps her
Ulrich said she believed the recent $700 billion gov- he said.
on an everyday basis.
ernment bailout of Wall Street was necessary because the
"Carmen provides a great example to our hopeful
"Having an understanding of psychology is very country was running out of out options.
New Media and Communications majors who aspire to
helpful to me," Ulrich said. "It is very good to be able
"Something definitely had to be done," she said. a career on television broadcast news."

Editor: Veronica Florentino
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And the theme house is....

Project Halo is a go
Not known for its population of lesbian, gay, bi-sexual and trans-sexual (LGBT) students, Fairfield University is making strides to make students aware that the
LGBT community does exist, and it is something worth
talking about. This Thursday night marks the premiere of junior
Michael Cicirelli's Project Halo college tour, a program
designed to inform and educate students about the LGBT
community and the intolerance they so often face.
Project Halo aims to turn Cicirelli's personal experiences into a proactive forum for discussion about these
issues. Based on the physical abuse Cicirelli experienced
as a result of his sexual orientation, it is designed to
explain what it means to be LGBT and to inform students
about the negative results their actions may have for those
who are LGBT. .
Already slated to become part of a college tour, Project Halo has been well received by students and faculty
alike. The publicity for Cicirelli's project has blanketed
the campus community; freshmen are encouraged to attend for FYE credit and RAs are creating programs based
around Project Halo to ensure that students will go and,
ultimately, learn something from Cicirelli's story.
This is just one more example of Fairfield taking the
initiative to promote campus and global awareness of a
controversial topic. As a Jesuit university, Fairfield is both
testing and shattering the notions that Catholic schools
are conservative or disapproving of the LGBT community
and consisting of a community that holds those values.
If anyone needed evidence of why Project Halo needs
to happen, it can be seen in the Connecticut Post article
written about Cicirelli's project. A reader commented that
Project Halo is Cicirelli trying to force his opinion on others, and that he should "keep it private." But this is exactly why Project Halo exists: To prevent this issue from
being a secret and to provide a place and time for students
to have free discussions about these important issues.
Cicirelli should be commended for his efforts in
bringing the LGBT community to the forefront in a positive and informative manner, while also illustrating that
Fairfield is and should be tolerant of student's personal
choices, giving true and real meaning to its Jesuit ideals.
This is not a topic that will go away any time soon
and therefore it is something that needs to be addressed.
Fairfield's support of Cicirelli's mission helps prove that
we are a university that really is "straight but not narrow."
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to mirrorstories@gmail.com
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

In reference to this issue's p. 9 story "Themed housing takes living beyond the typical dorm" by Val Bertolami.

Missing the point about drunken driving
events dealing with a member
of the class of 2010, Matthew R.
Velky who under the influence
of alcohol hit sophomore Jack
Cleverley early Sunday morning
on Sept. 28 that we are not as 'invincible' as we think we are.
The fact of the matter is that
our Fairfield bubble can be and
obviously will be popped.
Where do we go from here?
As Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino stated in his campus announcement, "the injuries, while
serious, had the potential to be
worse." This is true, and as a community we must be grateful that
there were no deaths.

beach, especially on the weekends. So what do we do to make
sure that a shocking incident such
When a student first sets off
as this does not happen again?
Before the accident at the
to college, he or she is forewarned
beach
occurred, Senate motioned
about the serious issues that come
to
form
an Ad-Hoc Transportation
along with drinking and driving.
committee, dealing with the insuffiSure, we listen to what they
have to say, but for the most part
cient amount of transportation that
is provided by our Stag buses.
we shrug it off, telling ourselves,
Mary Crowley '09, the over"that would never happen to me"
seer of this committee states, "At
or "those accidents rarely hapthe moment, we know we need
pen." Especially here at Fairfield
to set up some sort of safe-ride
University, it feels as if the vast
program, and we are hoping to
majority of the undergraduate
make this program an integrated
students become a part of this soon-campus and off-campus procalled bubble that our community
gram that could be utilized during
subconsciously forms.
the day as well as into
the night."
Of course, there
is much more work
that is needed, but
the initiative has been
taken. The committee
plans to meet with
Pellegrino to discuss
these issues further.
One thing is obvious; we should not be
naive by thinking that
Pellegrino's e-mail will
stop underclassmen
from going to beach.
As a student body,
it is important that we
Photo Illustration by Jon Ollwerther
comfort Cleverley and
Dude, here's my ride!: Forget Fairfield cab- this bus is ready to bring you back
his teammates and befrom the beach.
come more aware of the
serious
consequences
that come
As for Pellegrino's specific
We assume that there will
always be a Fairfield Cab ready to focus on the "sizable crowd" and along with drinking and driving.
If the weekend and subcome pick us up from the beach or his request stating, "Please do not
that our friend who was the "desig- go down to the beach if you are sequent injuries have taught is
nated driver" is truly sober and they not invited," he was missing the that we, as a student body, must
voice our opinions regarding the
point of this serious accident.
will just be a phone call away.
The point is, "besides the desperate need for a safe-ride
We think the five-minute
drive from the Fairfield Beach nearly 1,400 college students system, so that nothing like this
Road back to our campus is killed annually, over half a million will happen in the future.
After all, as much as we
something we can easily take on; persons between the ages of 18
even if we have had the "one or and 24 suffer from injuries while would love to think so, life isn't
two" beers we always claim we drinking alcohol," according to quite the idealized beach that is
often romanticized.
drunkdrivinglawyers.com.
have had.
It is inevitable that there
However, we have seen from
the shocking and unexpected will be University students at the
BY JANELLE CECCO
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The He Said critiques continue
Letter to the
Editor:

1

A guide from 'He Said past
BY DAN STANCYK

Hello Fairfield.
For those of you who don't know me, I wrote the
"He Said" column last year and I'm writing in because
evidently the column died the day I graduated.
First and foremost, to the females of the class
of '12, although you did not get the chance to
experience my writing, I hope that you have had
your 'Welcome to Fairfield' moment, whether it be
walking back from the townhouses in the morning
or taking a cab back alone from the beach.
Ladies and gentlemen, we have a crisis on our
hands here and as the leader of the last administration, I take partial responsibility. Despite my
intention to do so, I never left my successors a
rubric from which to follow so that they might
carry on the torch of this great column.
Now even without a rubric my first successor has still managed to use the column as
a tool to create somewhat of a stir on
campus. For this he deserves a little
bit of credit, although he did so, not
by my method of brute honesty,
but by in fact, being a tool.
Rule number one of not just
being 'He Said', but of all writing, is to know who your audience is. Here's a tip: They have
dongs. This means that you have
to write how the average Fairfield
male thinks. When in doubt use
this list of go-to themes that are

bound to make your fellow brohams laugh. Red
meat, football, beer, the objectification of women,
sex, working out, working it out, bowel movements
and slopping on food.
Using themes that appeal to the average male is
only half the battle. The other half is actually being
one of those males. Whatever you do, never start a
day without funneling a frosty beverage.
You should have two goals everyday: crushing
brews and crushing box. When you aren't doing
one, you better be doing the other. In order to fulfill
these goals you need to be seen at the right places
and the library, class and on-duty are not where you
want to be.
Although I am no longer a student in
Stag country, and, I miss it dearly, I would
much rather be an alum living on my parents' couch than a senior living on campus.
Show me a man who has taken a girl home
from The Grape and back to campus and I'll
show you a man who thinks his right
hand is a girl.
It's really a pretty simple
formula. Seniors, although it
may be tough to compete with
the class of '08, don't take
any of your remaining days
for granted.
Go out as much as possible, hook up with as many
people as possible and don't
worry about a thing until the
day after you graduate.

From insult to injury
To the Editor,
There is a fine line between a joke and an insult. Do you know what
the difference between the two is? Context.
The context of any situation or conversation dictates the connotation of
everything said. The past two "He Said" articles, written by Josh Kenney,
have overstepped this fine line.
Kenney's vitriolic and rancorous columns do not make me laugh; the
articles make me ashamed that a periodical representing our school allows
such gross abuse of the student body. Anybody who understands the context
of this column realizes his "jokes" are not jokes: they are insults. .
Contextually, when an RA (Kenney) pompously refers to the "underachieving portion of the student population" and weekday "hedonism," I
fail to see the comedy. When the same guy who breaks up your party writes
about how you should act at said party (The column on party etiquette) it's
not funny; it's ironic in that Oedipus kind of way.
Kenney has taken the "He Said" column and turned it into his own
personal forum to take potshots at the Fairfield student body.
As Mark Pace '09 wrote in his previous Letter to the Editor, the "He
Said" column used to be the best bathroom reading on campus. Now this column isn't worth the toilet paper I use to conclude my bathroom sojourns.
Next time I want to get attacked by an RA for partying at college I'll run
around the townhouses naked pouring tall boys down my throat. Maybe I'll
run into Josh and he can write his next article about the "sexually charged,
testosterone fueled debauchery" I was partaking in as he wrote me up.
Sincerely,
J. Christopher Henschel '10

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor,

Going green worth every penny
To the Editor,

It seems a little ridiculous to say that someone is all for "going green" up until the point
As a new student at Fairfield, I.was disheartened to read last week's letter to the editor
that it affects them.
concerning the new reusable bags on campus. Fairfield's efforts to green its campus will
The term "going green" doesn't refer to actions scientists should take to clean up the prob- certainly be much slower than surer as long as there are students on campus who cannot
lems we have all caused collectively. "Going green" is ineffective unless it is a joint effort of be bothered to respect the Earth.
people like us who can control how many plastic bags we use, for example.
Is it really that absurd to carry a reusable bag with you? How much more effort is
If every individual believes that throwing away that water bottle or taking a 10-minute required to take a reusable bag with you or refuse a disposable bag at a store? Maybe a
shower is not a big deal, then of course progress will not be made. It is that individual mentality little thought (and a dollar) initially, but not much effort.
Disposable bags may be convenient, but how anythat contributes to the overall problem.
Small changes like putting whatever you just
one can repeatedly use them without a second thought
picked up from the Stag into your backpack rather
is beyond me. Each year Americans alone waste over
then a bag may seem unimportant, but if you figure
12 million barrels of oil and cut down 14 million trees
how many bags over how many years will not end
m to produce 100 billion plastic and 10 billion paper bags,
up sitting in a landfill forever, the tiny effort cer* according to the National Resources Defense Council.
tainly pays off.
Additionally, plastic bags photodegrade, meaning they
break down into smaller and smaller pieces over time,
If you leave Barone hungry because you're too
lazy to get up and get more food, you are in need
which eventually contaminates ecosystems. How these
facts do not disturb more Americans is amazing.
of serious perspective. We live in world where
We should live in a society where it is abnormal
over 850 million people do not have enough food
to sustain a healthy life. To think that a full buffet
NOT to use your own bag. And if you do, not everyone
is going to think you have gone green. What is so wrong
is just a few feet away and yet you chose rather to
with that anyway? It says that you are a responsible,
leave "hungry," is beyond insulting to those who
conscientious person who happens to put the earth above
suffer from starvation because food is not plentiful
where they live.
his own thoughtlessness.
I become unsettled when people tell me that environTo joke that global warming is merely somemental activism or the earth is my "thing." The last time
thing that will affect your sledding in the winter is
simply ignorant. Arctic ice is rapidly disappearing, Cookies and reusable bags: Saving the environment is worth more than I checked, the earth was everyone's "thing." If someone
were burning down your home and slowly using up evand the region may have its first completely ice-free a dollar,
• ' erything inside, would you sit by and let him do it?
summer by 2040 or earlier, meaning the effects of
Recognizing that '"going green'.. .is saving the environment" is a start, but not acting
our unawareness could be felt in our lifetime, and drastically affect our children and grandupon this fact is foolish. There is a point at which laziness is simply unacceptable, and we
children's lives.
To not do everything in our power to slow this process is illogical. We are so fortunate can only mitigate the effects of global warming if everyone does his part. I'm not a treeto go to a school that is finally taking some initiative. Moreover, we are beyond privileged to hugger, an environmentalist, or a green monster. I'm a citizen of the earth, as is everyone
have an abundance of food provided for us everyday, and to complain about not having a tray to else. The problem is, why can't we all act the part?
There is a Chinese proverb that says, "The best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago. The
carry enough so that you don't go "hungry" is just an excuse to find something to criticize.
second best time is now." We live at a crucial time in history and should feel empowered
So, next time you want to make a complaint about our school, be sure to re-evaluate how
to make a difference today for the sake of our planet tomorrow.
lucky you are to be here. Also, do not think that each little effort to "go green" is gone unnoticed
Is Fairfield University's push to go green worth it? You bet your home it is.
by our environment. If everyone just does a little, the overall effect will be huge.
Sincerely,
Caroline O'Malley'11

Sincerely,
Zachary Gross '12

Editor: Meghan Schelzi
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Hie Levee hosts a
benefit concert

to these life-changing
surgeries. Club Vice
President Kaitlin LeyFairfield University's
den adds, "We want to
new chapter of Operation
make our club known to
Smile held its First Annual
more people and have
"Rock Out for Smiles" Band
them realize how easy it
Night in the Levee on Friday,
is to change a child's life
Oct. 2.
through this organizaOperation Smile is a
tion. We are just looking
charitable organization that
to raise awareness and
performs surgeries on chilfunds at the same time."
dren in third world countries
As a new club on
that are suffering from facial
campus, Operation
deformities like cleft lips
Smile is struggling to
get members and raise
and palates.
Volunteers travel on
awareness for their
cause. With 25 memmedical missions to counbers to date the Operatries like the Philippines,
tion Smile club's board
Honduras, Brazil, Kenya,
of governors is always
China, Morocco.and many
looking for members.
more with funds raised by
The boards of governor
events like "Rock Out for
members for the group
Smiles."
are Aliya Roginiel, JeanNot only does Operation
nette Rizzitiello, Kaitlin
Smile provide these surgerLeyden and Laura Lee
ies that change lives of the
shunned children who are
DeSalvio.
The club's advisor
unable to eat, speak, or drink
is Fairfield's assistant
normally, but the group also
professor of chemistry
provide sustainable health
Vcuinsight.wordpress.com
Jessica Davis. •
care systems for the countries
Something to smile about: Students held a benefit concert last Friday night for Operation Smile, which is an organizaOther events that
they visit. This way, there is a
tion of volunteers who repair childhood facial deformities.
this
new club has been
lasting impact in the country
working
out
details
for
are
a
walk-a-thon,
bake
sales
in
the
Barone
Campus
Center and
long after the individual surgeries are performed.
On Friday, 60 people gathered in the Levee to enjoy the music of local Fairfield a best smile competition campuswide.
The best way that a Fairfield student can get involved would be to first learn about
band, the Logan Groovers. The goal of the event was to raise awareness about this cause
throughout the University. Donations were suggested and a five dollar cover fee was the cause and attend the weekly meetings. Meetings for Operation Smile are held in
Bannow 167 on Thursday nights from seven to nine. The board of governors would like
included for food that was served.
Overall, the event raised $300. At $240 a surgery, the club hopes to raise enough to thank the manager of the Levee, Office of Student Activities as well as the Student
money for at least three surgeries this year. One hundred percent of the profits will go Board of Governors for helping to plan the First Annual "Rock Out for Smiles" event.
BY COURTNEY KERN

Themed housing takes living beyond the typical dorms
BY VAL BERTOLAME

When most Fairfield students think
about housing on campus, their thoughts
immediately go to dorm life on the quad, in
the townhouses or at the beach. However,
there are a few groups of students on campus who have taken it upon themselves to
create a living situation that expresses their
interests and passions.
Themed housing has been available for
freshman with programs including Healthy
Living as well as the Women in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math program.
However, starting this year, upperclassmen
have the chance to be inventive and get involved in a living and learning environment
in both the townhouses and apartments.
The Office of Residence Life's new program, "Build-a-House," is an opportunity for
a group of students with common interests
and goals to get together and create a house
that represents their individual interests
through a chosen theme.
Jason Downer, associate director of the
office of residence life, said that this program
is designed for "students who are looking for
a little more engagement." There are currently four such houses on campus in both
the apartments and townhouses, including
the themes of community service, women's
empowerment, leadership and environmental issues.
These groups of students were chosen
through an application process that took

place last year in which they were required
to write essays on their proposed themes and
ideas, and present these plans to a selection
committee in the Office of Residence Life.
Veronica Florentino '10, a member of the
Social Justice townhouse, said, "Since this
was the first year of the program, the selection committee with Res Life worked with us
to get to know us and our ideas better." Al-

ment complex in "The Earth House" with
fellow classmates Emmalee Egan, Kelly
Bauer and Mary Anne O'Gorman. Gross
learned about the program through a flyer as
well as through a few professors and wrote
a proposal based on her ideas.
"I thought this would be the perfect opportunity to live in a situation where I lived
with people who shared common ideals on

Photo illustration by Peter Caty

Interest-oriented living: Students take their social awareness out of the classroom and introduce it in on-campus residences, such as in the Earth House.

though space is limited, all Fairfield students
can apply to the Build-a-House program.
Alexandra Gross '09 lives in the apart-

environmental issues and concerns," said
Gross. "More important, to inform people,
especially students, how they can live sus-

tainably by incorporating and adopting small
changes of habits."
As part of their responsibilities for their
house, Gross and her house mates have
planned projects including an intensive
recycling program and a worm-composting
program. They even created a house blog
to inform people of environmental issues at
theregreen.blogspot.com.
Florentino said that the "Build-aHouse" program is "a fun way to mesh
living and learning in the townhouses" and
is very happy about her decision to take
part in the program.
"What makes it unique is that we work
together to plan events to raise awareness
about social justice issues" said Florentino.
"Having this extra cause and organization
unique to our house makes our house interact
on a different level."
The students involved in "Build-aHouse" are working together with Downer as
well as University President Fr. Jeffrey von
Arx to make sure that opportunities for living
and learning are available for upperclassmen
to have in the years to come.
It is proving to be a worthwhile experience for students to take charge in the issues
of which they are most passionate, according
to Florentino and Gross.
"Build-a-House was such a great decision for me," said Florentino. "I'm really
excited to see all the plans our house put
together come to action this year."
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From write-ups to rounds:
BY DAN LEITAO

At around 8 p.m. last Friday night, I met with Officer
Duane Corey, who will be celebrating 10 years with Public
Safety this year. When I was
about to go out on patrol with
him, he explained that it would
be a simple evening.
The first event of the night
was at about 8:10, when he
reported to a fire alarm in the
Townhouse 15 Block. It turned
out to be from cooking smoke,
one of the most common causes
of fire alarm setoffs.
When the second officer
responded and went to turn off
the alarm, he found his way to
the block housing the fire panel
barred by two of the couches issued to the townhouse, which
Riding along: Sophomore
violates the housing contract.
The matter was referred to the
Town House Coordinator as
well as the Area Coordinator.
At 8:45, a medical call came in for Regis Hall.
A resident had hit their head and gone unconscious.
After assessing the injury, the student was sent to St.
Vincent's Medical Center in Bridgeport/ No alcohol
was involved.
,
Around 9:30 p.m., I went with Corey to Fairfield Prep
in response to an alarm sounding there, which worked well
for him because his normal duty included locking all of the
doors of Prep.
I then switched at around 10 p.m. to Officer Brian Elliot,
who has been with Public Safety for a year and recently returned from Galveston, Texas where he had been on a medical response team. He began with the systematic locking of
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A first-hand account
0fanight with

Public Safety

and FU bumper stickers stand
out since the rest of the cars
have Connecticut plates.
Then, while patrolling
around 11:20 p.m., four people
were found entering the Regis
gate after it had been locked.
The officer checked and found
that 2 were students and the
other 2. were visitors, with no
prior warnings.
All were issued a verbal
warning and told to get guest
passes. We met up with Sergeant Currier at around midnight; he has been with Public
Safety for 22 years.
While he was talking
about the role of Public Safety,
four students exited a cab in
the circle of Loyola Drive.
One male student proceeded to
Mirror File Photo climb into a tree in plain sight
Dan Leitao spent his Friday night doing rounds with Public Safety officer Duane Corey.
of the two officers, exclaiming,
"Can you hear me now?" into
his cell phone. He told the ofdoors in all the buildings on his
designated side of campus, ficer that he did not get better reception in the tree as he had
hoped. The student was
which is one of the most
asked to stay out of trees
important duties of this
for his own safety.
shift. Gates are locked at
At around 12:40
11:00 p.m. by two officers,
p.m.,
a male and female
as are buildings. The campus
student
were found tois split into two halves, and
gether
on
a university
it takes about 45 minutes to
field and were warned
lock up all the buildings on a
not to be there when
respective half. While locking up,
other.calls will be responded to if majority of the gates were locked after dark.
Rounds were made in Regis at around 1:00 and then
they occur, but there were no calls this
night. Officers also check for student cars in Jogues. I rode along until around,2:15, but nothing else
streets. He noted that out-of-state license plates of interest occurred.
on side

Believe politics has nothing to
do with your life?
Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts...
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER

Campus Advisor:

1,2008

Prof. Donald Greenberg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203) 254-4000
http://www.cqa.ct.gov/isc
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Barone Etiquette 101:

OCTOBER

Taking the bump out of your trip to Barone

students. I understand that sometimes you crave hot sauce, but
please, be considerate; it's no fun burning off the nose hairs of
the person stir-frying next to you.

BY ROSIE MATHIS
Now that all new and old Stags are finally starting to get
into a routine and learning the tricks and the trades of Fairfield
University, there is one thing that often
times students may not know or forget
about one of the most popular places on
this 200-acre campus. There is etiquette
established for dining in Barone. No, I'm
not saying that you have to eat with a
napkin on your lap, or get a salad fork; but
there are just some things that you do and
don't do while satisfying your appetites
with Sodexho delicacies.

9,2008 JJ

^» Don't hog the Toppings Bar after getting your
Fro-Yo/Ice-Cream. Maybe you call them Jimmies, maybe

7.

Don't go back for another round! I understand
that one StagCard swipe is a valuable thing on this campus,
but while you think going back to get more fries might fill you
up that extra bit, everyone is looking at you coming back with
whopping carb-loaded second plate of fries.

8.

If you want to fill up your cup
at the machines, don't reach over someone's
food — that's just rude. Sure, the whole
"no-tray Barone" makes it hard to carry
your plate and your salad bowl at the same
time, but just give the person ahead of you
a chance. Nothing's grosser than getting
someone else's mashed potatoes on your
elbow and then having to look him or her
in the face.

1-■-•

Q
^•

Don't show up to peak Barone
hours with your entire floor/wing. While it
might be convenient to yell down the hall
and "rally the troops," there is no way all
twenty of you are fitting at ANY table in
Barone, no matter how hard you try.

Stalking is perfectly legal in
Barone. While the new seating arrangement has altered the ability to totally creep
at Barone, it can still be done. If you want
to creep, those booths in the corners - go
there. Trust me.

10

Md* A StagCard reserves a table.
Just because you don't see any backpacks,
Just because you don't
textbooks or Vera Bradley wristlets doesn't
remember what/who you did on Saturday
mean there isn't a table full of people getnight doesn't mean you have to take two
Caitlin Loicst/The Mirror
ting their food or stir-frying. One Staghours sitting in Barone on Sunday morning
From sprinkles to spaghetti: All you need to know about how to eat in Barone to fit in like the
Card can mean up to eight people at a best of them.
to piece it together. Move along, freshmen.
Barone table. Try Again.
I know you are tempted to laugh about who
you call them Sprinkles, but no one appreciates dipping the was the drunkest, or hide from that person you hooked up with
mJ • If you Stir-Fry. CLEAN UP. I understand that you Rainbow Sprinkle spoon into the Oreo Cookie Dust, then into last night (who just happens to walk into Barone while you're
have been waiting for a stir-fry machine for ten minutes, or the Chocolate Chips. If you're looking for the Granola, move there). Still, there is no need to be in there for more than an
you're in a rush to make your omelet before your 8 a.m. class, down the row and scoop. There is no need to block the Heath hour. Besides, have you ever smelled your clothes after you
but please, clean up your plate, your spatula and your butter Bar Crunch; people get pissed.
leave the cafeteria? Yeahhh.
wrappers. A messy Stag is definitely not cool.
vf • Have your StagCard ready for Mary: we are all
So there you have it Stags, some simple rules to follow
TT« Buffalo/Hot Sauce Lovers-Watch the clock, and hungry. Especially during the dinner rush hour, tables are next time you swipe in to eat. Be courteous and polite. Be
go easy. Hey, who doesn't love some grilled buffalo chicken hard to find. I don't want to miss a luxurious booth because time-efficient. Be healthy with what you choose to eat. Say
when they can't find anything to eat in Barone? But it's the you had to take all your credit cards and drivers license out of thank you to Mary. And don't worry; everyone is creeping
use of buffalo sauce before noon that may upset some other your wallet to get to your StagCard.
on everyone in Barone.

4

Events not to be missed
this week:
Thursday, Oct. 9
Project Halo
7:30 p.m.
Quick Kelly Theatre

Friday, Oct. 10
FUSA Movie Shuttle
5:45 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Bus Departs Alumni Hall

Saturday, Oct. 11
Women's Tennis
New England Championships
All Day

Sunday, Oct. 12
Volleyball vs. Loyola
2 p.m.

Rock the vote!
BY MEGAN CAROLAN

Last week, the Absentee Ballot & Voter Registration Drive
helped 236 students submit requests for absentee ballots; dozens
more students were directed to
contact local authorities due to voting rules in their home state.
Those of us working the table
were thrilled with the turnout and
the positive feedback we heard
from everyone who stopped by.
We were equally excited that most
students were already registered to
vote and just needed to get a ballot.
Youth voters are going to be key
to this Presidential Election, and it
is exciting to see so many Fairfield
students actively involved.
The event was possible only
through collaboration among clubs;
many thanks go to members of
Debate Team, Students for Social
Justice, Students for Life, Vagina
Warriors, Alliance, College Republicans and College Democrats.

The politics department and
the Office of Student Diversity
Programs also provided support
and resources, as did the Baron
CC staff. It was truly amazing to
see students and staff across campus put their own politics aside to
ensure students took advantage of
their right to vote.
If you still need a ballot,
you're not too late! Fairfield
students are eligible to vote in
town—pick up a Connecticut
registration form at the BCC
Info Desk.
If you want to vote in your
home state, log on to be absentee,
org. You can request to have a
ballot sent right to your Fairfield
mailbox. Do it by the end of the
week so it gets here on time!
Keep your eyes peeled for
upcoming election events all
across the political spectrum. We
all look forward to having our
voices heard on Nov. 4!

FairfieldMirror.com
Get educated about the
election through awareness
programs. Look online for a
full schedule of events!
Click on It: "today

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Receive a COMPLIMENTARY* hair design
with select stylists when receiving any
chemical service of $100 or more.

Value up to $75!
* Offer valid Tuesday through Thursday.
Must present Student ID to receive discount.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Offer expires 10.30.08.

TOTAL LOOK
Salons & Academy

2193 BLACK ROCK TPK
FAIRFIELD, CT
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Sounds from the underground
Get familiar with some unsigned acts that are sure to deserve your attention
BY

JP PORRETTA

Jon Tirrell

Mike Falzone

This is one artist I think our campus should
get familiar with; Fairfield's own Jon Tirrell '09.
Originally the lead guitarist of Boston pop punk
band Aston, the Fairfield senior just began
working on his debut solo E.P
A soothing guitar style similar to
\ that of Jason Mraz and a voice that
is incomparable, Jon Tirrell's music
contains a formula suited perfectly
for the any college student's iPod
collection. Tirrell's music first caught
my ears last semester, when he performed an acoustic original on The
HAM Channel. That song, "Let's
Be Honest," is now featured on his
Facebook music page. Head over
there to check out the track, along
with three other demos from his upcoming
E.P. Keep checking back at his iLike page
along with The Mirror for more updates
on his full release.

An act that has been covered several times by The
Mirror, Mike Falzone '06 is an artist of whom the Fairfield
campus should be familiar. His indie/acoustic rock style is one
that should attract fans of Gavin DeGraw and John Mayer.
Playing all over the Fairfield/Bridgeport area, this
Fairfield alum brings his soothing Jack Johnsonesque sound in full force with his new album,
"Fun with Honesty." Be sure to check The Mirror's archives to read the review of the album,
which got 4 out of 5 Stags.
Falzone has already gotten his foot pretty
G^fofar in the door, opening for nationally known
j/k
acts such as Citizen Cope. Teddy Geiger and
Stroke 9. Be sure to check out Falzone when
he comes to town Oct. 22 at the Acoustic Cafe.
For more information, check out www.myspace.
com/mikefalzone.
Myspace.com/mikefalzone

Contributed photo

The Vision

If Third Eye Blind
and The Starting Line made
love
on a beautiful beach,
t The Vision would be their offspring. Based out of Beth> page, Long Island, The
#, \ Vision began its musical endeavors over six
years ago as a trio of 15
year olds playing everywhere from rundown
bowling alleys to local
veteran halls.
After multiple lineups and name changes.The
Vision is starting to make
its mark on the Long Island
music scene.
The group's first E.P.,
"Hear Me Out," caused quite
Myspace.com/thevisionlongisland a Stir on the local music
scene, bringing a fresh new
sound to the rather stale and repetitive bands that Long Island was producing.
At the ripe age of 19, the band has built quite a fan base, having almost 130,000 plays
on its MySpace page. The Vision's new three song E.P., "MXII," is featured in its entirety
at its Myspace page, www.myspace.com/thevisionlongisland.
Be sure to check my personal favorite, "Envision." It has the perfect mixture of catchy
melodies and great guitar leads to have it stuck in your head for weeks.

FairfieldMirror.com

Contributed photo

Boyce Avenue
I can say with confidence
that anyone who claims to
Ihfe spend a good percent:.^%
A
Hk age of its time watching
gm ' ^M
K YouTube should have
g^ stumbled upon one
of the videos by this
band. These four guys
from Florida have
made quite a name for
themselves threw the
marvels of YouTube,
posting up cover versions of pretty much
every Top 40 song of the
last year. Boyce Avenue is
led by the beautiful voice of
Alejandro Manzano, whose
extreme talent has produced
some of the best renditions
I have ever heard. Not only
can the band turn a mediocre
radio hit into pure gold, it can
write its own diesel tunes as well. The band's new album, "All You're Meant
to Be," is stirring up quite some noise on iTunes and MySpace. Even if you
are not a fan of the band's Lighthouse/Goo Goo Dolls-esque sound, you can
still enjoy Boyce Avenue's Top 40 renditions by checking out its
YouTube page at Youtube.com/boyceavenue. Be sure
to listen to its versions of Coldplay's "Viva la Vida"
and Sean Kingston's "Beautiful Girls;" this talent of
these four band members is almost better than the
originals whom they cover.
k
■
r
T>

Go online to find out
how to hear music from
these five new artists
and also give feedback on
any 01 the articles
written this week!

Life Between Sleep

Click on it today

Myspace com/lifebetweensleep

These four boys from Long Island
sure know how to rock. Formed in Fall of 2007,
Life Between Sleep have made it a point to
accomplish so much in such a little amount of
time. The band released its first E.P, opened
for Avenged Sevenfold at last years Taste of
Chaos, played the Ernie Ball stage at this years
Van's Warped Tour, and over 187,000 visits to its
MySpace page. With a sound like Taking Back
Sunday only heavier, Life Between Sleep only
seem to be going up —and all the members are still
under 21. Check out Myspace.com/Ufebetweensleep
to hear the band's new song "Surgery in Canada" off
their upcoming CD.

BRIDGGWATGR
BWATGR.COM

OPERATIONS ASSOCIATES
PORTFOLIO ACCOUNTANTS
Resume Drop Deadline -10/14

BRIDGEWATER ASSOCIATES, INC. IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION - EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER
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'How to lose friends' and bring in some laughs
'Shaun of the Dead' star Pegg scores again with new movie
BY NICHOLAS SMITH

Playing a dork takes talent and Simon
Pegg has proved just that. But in "How to
Lose Friends and Alienate People," he has
proved his true acting ability.
He executed the epitome of "dorkyness" in"Shaun of the Dead," and Pegg's
international celebrity has been built
around that image. He is also an extremely
talented actor, who can play anything from
an uncompromising super-cop, like in "Hot
Fuzz," to a lovable fat loser, like in "Run
Fatboy Run."
It is clear that his credentials have been
diversified and well-grounded, but can he
pull off a down-right jerk?
The answer: Yes. The perfect example
could be the shirt he wears with pride and
distinction, a bright red one that says with
bold letters, "Young, dumb, and full of..."
Well, you get the idea.
It all starts when Sydney Young,
Pegg's character, is plucked out of obscurity in England to be the next big journalist in
celebrity gossip with the fictional "Sharp"
magazine. The pre-mentioned shirt is what
he wears for his first day and he has the
audacity to present one to his new boss,
named Clayton Harding and played by Jeff
Bridges. His female co-worker is named
Alison Olsen, played by Kirsten Dunst, and
is the foil to Sydney's unprofessionalism
and crudeness, yet inevitably gets turned
into the love interest.
Megan Fox plays an up-and-coming

actress named Sophie Maes
whose oblivious fixation for
herself is matched only by
an odd love for her miniature
dog named "Chubert." It is
she who Young becomes infatuated with, and professes
his love for Sophie by unabashedly stating, "I want to
have sex with Sophie Maes."
And yes, Fox was a large
reason for why I wanted to
see this movie. Let's face it,
she's hot.
Despite Sydney's crass
behavior, the main antagonist
in this film is the arrogant
Lawrence Maddox, played
by Danny Huston, who has
utterly no morals. This is confusing because Young at times
is portrayed to have no morals either. The only thing that
Rottentomatoes.com
really separates them is the
arrogance that Huston plays Everything's great but his dance skills: British actor Simon Pegg returns with success yet again
with "How to Lose Friends and Alienate People."
to perfection. Young really is
a jerk, but because he is the
protagonist he needs a person even more ticeably shy away from him. But the last even if that person is a jerk. Because if you
unlikable than he is. The Maddox character two-fifths of the movie, far from carrying aren't, you won't be funny anymore."
doesn't really seem natural, he doesn't re- on the scatological humor, delves into the
Is it wrong to want a movie Where
ally fit, and it's definitely a bit... whimsical! success of Young. He is constantly shown the humor isn't interrupted? I don't think
That's the word I was looking for.
as a possible savior for celebrity gossip by it's too much to ask. If I could send a letYes, the whole movie seems a bit often confessing a desire to slap those Hol- ter to the writers of these comedies, it
whimsical. The first three-fifths of the lywood pinheads silly. However, he gains would contain a simple equation: Drama
movie are delightfully crass and vulgar, success by ditching those taunting jabs and * Comedy.
with Pegg marvelously making Young instead becoming a giant sycophant to all
In the end, however, this is a funny
unbearably unlikable. He says all those he insulted in the first three-fifths. movie and deserves an audience. I would,
the wrong things compulsively Thus, the humor evaporates as bluntly as however, suggest that once Sydney Young
and carves out his own niche in it started, and you have to sit through an starts to act like a sycophant three-fifths
New York society by being so unbearably unfunny love story. The moral of the way in, you leave, because the rest
bluntly uncivil that people no- of this story seems to be, "Be who you are, really isn't worth it.

Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist' strikes a chord
in the hearts of audiences
months, and dumped on his birthday nonetheless. To snap him out of his
funk, his band mates lure him out to play a show followed by the promise
of seeking out his favorite band Where's Fluffy? at its surprise after hours
performance somewhere in Manhattan.
Enter Norah, played by Kat Dennings. As she stands in the crowd
and watches Nick's band The Jerk Offs perform, she has no idea that her
night is about to lead her away from a sleazy ex-boyfriend and into the
arms of her musical soul mate.
Crazy twists and turns bring them together, tear them apart,, and
bring them together again all in the span of a ninety-minute film. Cera's
performance as Nick is all too similar to his character of Paulie Bleeker
in "Juno." He's awkward, shy and indecisive, but there's a glimmer of
underlying confidence in his performance that allows audience members
relate to his character.
He's not just a lost cause band boy hung up on a girl. We root for him
because we can see that he wants it. He wants Norah, he wants adventure,
he wants to be over it and as audience members we stick with him until his
confidence is developed enough that we know he'll be okay on his own. It
lends a certain credibility to the film that these could be our friends, they
could have —and do have—our problems.
Denning's performance is stellar, as for not one minute could I imagine
her as anyone but Norah. This movie really is a feel good film, and it appeals
to guys and girls alike. I went with two girls and two guys, and it was loved
Rottentomatoes.com by all. The killer sound track and amazing cinematography were two techNick and Norah bring great cinematic chemistry: Michael Cera as Nick and Kat Dennings as Norah nical aspects we
bring a wonderful performance in this coming of age teen comedy.
all agreed were
excellently done.
The dialogue in "Nick and
BY DANA PAICE
Norah's Infinite Playlist" is
I had high expectations of "Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist" — a film that combines scripted, but at the same time,
indie music, youthful romance, "Juno" star Michael Cera and one wild night chasing an they are our conversations. What made this movie truly great was that we've all been
after hours band in the big apple. It's enough to bring out a little bit of the hipster in all there. That place, that night, that relationship—the story holds true to reality and reminds
of us. Who hasn't had that night—that one night—that the universe upends itself and the us that love is waiting in the most unexpected places. It's not an idealistic romantic
comedy, it's a boy meets girl story about anyone and everyone. Besides, everyone
unexpected happens; a night when the prototypical "cool guy" doesn't get the girl.
Nick (Cera) is nothing close to prototypical and at first glance, he's far from extraor- knows that real love like Nick and Norah's is infinitely better than any big Hollywood
.
dinarily cool. Nick has been dumped by Tris (Alexis Dziena), his girlfriend of several romance could ever be.
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Jack's Mannequin bring us on a thrill ride with 'Glass Passenger'

Jacksmannequin.com

Far from a sophomore slump: Jack's Mannequin returns with gold on its second album, "The Glass Passenger," and with McMahon (above) in better health.

McMahon was diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia in 2005 after the release
of "Everything in Transit." He stopped touring but fortunately made a full recovery. "The
Glass Passenger" details his struggles and offers insight into facing adversity.
The album starts off with "Crashin"' as a fitting introduction. The track makes your
blood rush with the enthusiasm written into the chorus. McMahon displays his eagerness
to write again: "I wanna hear some music /1 have been waiting down / Here for so long /
Trying to write this big music."
McMahon knows firsthand what facing impossible odds are like. He attempts to describe his experiences and fight in "Swim:" "You gotta swim / Swim for your life /Swim
for the music that saves you when you're not so sure you'll survive."
Jack's Mannequin takes a fresher, bolder turn in "The Glass Passenger." McMahon
reflects the style of his first project, pop punk band Something Corporate, with more
emphasis on the piano and less on the guitar. A notable step forward is the incorporation
of electronic beats.
"Passenger" avoids the pessimistic and depressing lyrics stereotypical of emo
bands. Without a lead guitar line, Jack's Mannequin's piano use is intelligent. Its upbeat
tempos instill optimism, a common theme on the album.
Jack's Mannequin' is known for telling a continuing story from the first track to
the last. "The Glass Passenger" is no different: Instead of relationships, life-and-death
is the plot.
'
The story is a build-up of struggle and hope to the album's highlight, "Caves."
The last track is seven-and-a-half minutes, but picks up halfway to end the album
climactically. Passenger's lasting message is noted: "As far as I can see / Walls are
caving in / Doors got locked for sure / But I see these doors have keys."
Jack's Mannequin's sophomore entry provides intelligent lyrics, catchy piano beats,
and diversity. It's definitely worth a look. .

BY MICHAEL BENNETT

Three years in the making, Jack's Mannequin highlyanticipated "The Glass Passenger" lets no one down. Front
man Andrew McMahon returns taking more risks and adding
more diversity.
Jack's Mannequin combines piano with thought-provoking
lyrics that provide the band's piano-pop-rock sound. "Passenger" succeeds at this and more, taking itself to a level above its
well-received freshman album, "Everything in Transit."

Will iTunes shut down?
BY COURTNEY KERN

Imagine a world without iPod buds
plugged in everyone's ear, iPods, iTouches
or iAnythings. That was the recent reality
faced by Apple's iTunes, one that some music
publishers wanted to see happen.
The Internet's most pop
ular music downloading
site has been in the
news recently for
facing a potential
shutdown.
The legal means
by which the majority of students purchase music, movies
and television shows is
in jeopardy because of an
increase in royalty costs.
The royalty increase is a shift from nine
cents to 15 cents per track. This amounts to a
66 percent climb in royalty cost. This increase
is being brought on by the Copyright Royalty
Board of America. Music publishers have
requested this increase to increase pay to publishers and songwriters alike. Apple currently
charges 99 cents per song on iTunes.
Of those 99 cents, there are many different people that need to be paid. iTunes pays
65 to 70 cents to the music artists and out
of that payment nine cents is passed along
to publishers. Such an increase would make
songs $1.05.
Eddy Cue, the vice president of Apple's
iTunes has said, "Apple has repeatedly made
clear that it is in this business to make money,
and would most likely not continue to operate
iTS [iTunes Store] if it were no longer possible to do so profitably."
The bottom line is that if such an
increase were instated, visitors to the
iTunes store would be less likely to buy
the music and iTunes would face the end
of its musical life.

The Copyright Royalty Board is comprised of three judges who administer digital
sales of music relating to federal copyright
Jaws. Apple has seen tremendous success
with its iPod and iTunes store.
Because of online music,
CD sales have fallen by 20
percent. This new problem of
royalty costs online is threatening our new breed of purchased music.
Not only would a royalty increase threaten the
iTunes store but, as has
been seen already, piracy
of music online has taken
profits away from iTS.
While those proposing
the royalty increase believe
that the industry will prosper for
both the publishers and online downloading
companies alike, iTunes disagrees because
online sales are already decreasing due to
piracy.
While iTunes believes higher song
prices will deter buyers (the consumer), what
do iTunes users think? Avid iTunes buyer,
Alex Clark '12 relies heavily on iTunes, "I
could not imagine a world without iTunes and
I would never illegally download so, really, it
would be the end of music for me."
WVOF Station Manager, Dan Grazynski
does not use iTunes, but rather gets music
from music record labels, directly from
bands and from record distributors. However,
Grazynski says that iTunes is a "vital" part of
the radio station. With the radio staff using
iTunes for their on-air playlists, a shutdown
would be detrimental, "I think the iTunes
program is a program that helps you organize
your music and is so much 'cleaner' and less
bulky than windows media player."
Stay tuned for the latest on this shutdown and for now enjoy your music before
it is gone.

1.) Crashin1
2.) The Resolution
3.) Caves

News £ Notes
BY KEVIN SCHNEIDER

After weeks of
speculation, Phish
fans rejoiced on the
Oct. 1, when the
band's reunion rumors became a reality. Trey, Mike, Jon
and Page will takeover the Hampton
Coliseum in Virginia on March 6, 7,
and 8, 2009. The band also said that
more shows are in the works, but have
yet to reveal them.
A new UK Musician Advocacy
Group called the "Featured Artist
Coalition" was initiated with the aim
of seeking out more control of artists'
music and a better share of profits
earned on the digital platform. Some
of the artists that have signed on are
Radiohead, The Verve, Kaiser Chiefs,
Travis, Klaxons and David Gilmour of
Pink Floyd fame.

Britney Spears jetted over to the
East Coast this week for a surprise
interview with Z100 to announce a
tour plan for 2009 in support of her
latest album, Circus, which drops in
December. Gimme, gimme, more.

NYC's Hammerstein Ballroom
will host a Barack Obama
benefit show on Oct. 16,
featuring Bruce Springsteen, Billy Joel and special guests. This would
be a lot cooler if tickets
weren't $500 for a balcony seat, $2,500 for a
"premium" seat (what?), and $10,000
for a lounge ticket. This will be the
first time the Boss and Billy have
shared a bill. Bruce played acoustic
shows this last weekend in support of
Obama-Biden, and don't forget you
can catch Bruce for a much more affordable, well, nothing, when he plays
the Superbowl's halftime show.
Kanye West was working on an
HBO comedy show that was meant

to be similar to HBO's beloved "Curb
Your Enthusiasm." Although a pilot
has been shot, director Larry Charles
has implied that the show has been
shelved for the time being. Rolling
Stone beat me to making a "HBO
doesn't care about black people" joke.
Weak.
Source for all of the above articles: Rollingstone.com
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Josh Kenney

HE Said / SHE Said
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Tina Masciadrelli

Columbus Day: Should I stay or should I go ?
Three day weekends are
God's gift to the human
condition. Not only do they
make the weekend longer but
they make the following week
shorter. It's a win-win situation.
This Columbus Day weekend affords the student population two
options: to go home, or to stick
it out until Thanksgiving.
It would be wrong of me
to proceed without letting a
you freshmen know what
you're in for should you
choose to go home. >
You'll soon realize that '
your high school friends
aren't who they used to
be. Pay close attention
to those who have developed a drug and/or alcohol problem. Chances are
they'll be attending your
local community college by
the spring semester.
Oh, and remember that girl
you hooked up with over the
summer? Chances are she's
already gained 25 pounds. It
would seem that going away to
college changes people, often
not for the better.
That said, what's so great
about the alternative? This

weekend, the halls may be eerily deserted, thus affording you
some potential roommate-less
time to spend with a lucky lady if
you got the moves or the booze.
Your best chances are with the
latter. In summary, unless you're
rather content with your porn
collection or desire your parents
to discover your addiction to
alcohol, it would behoove
you to stay at Fairfield.
The message here
is that your life at home
is over and you have
begun a new one here
at Fairfield. I urge you
to take advantage of
every second. Three
day weekends equate
to a survival of the fittest: college edition. If
you go home, you might
miss out on getting it on
with that girl who's your
only motivation to attend your 8
a.m. class.
After all, she may lose her
virginity to someone whose
insufficient reading level hinders their ability to understand
college newspaper articles.
Wouldn't that be an unfortunate
occurrence?

Columbus Day Weekend,
a.k.a. a much needed threeday-break that should hold
us over until we are forced to go
home for Thanksgiving.
Now it's time to make the decision, should I stay or should I
go? I'm sure some of you are dying to get out of here for one of
two reasons: 1) You are a freshman who will start bawling your
eyes out as soon as your parents pull into campus, and will
spend all weekend begging to
transfer or 2) You're going ^
to spend the entire ride
home plotting how you
will rekindle anything
left of an old high
school relationship,
all while promising
that the pictures of you
on Facebook making out
with other people all have
legitimate explanations.
But there are a few things
you should consider before packing your bags and hitting the
road. Columbus Day weekend
at Fairfield can lead to some
random events that you will be
able to reminisce about every
year. Random people stay and
the already miniscule Fairfield

population becomes even smaller
this weekend, forcing you to drink
more than normal in order to
make an uncomfortable situation
somewhat bearable. Maybe there
is more sexual activity happening this weekend because you're
convinced that no one will find
out about your scandalous activities. This weekend you'll do
things you never thought
you would and it might be
worth it to stay and see
what happens.
Sara Bouley wants
to rent three yachts
for the, weekend
and call them the
Nina, Pinta and
Santa Maria - if
that doesn't act
as incentive to stay, I
don't know what will.
So stick around, you
might end up meeting
someone that you've completely
overlooked. Save yourself the
hassle of dealing with past lovers
and look forward to the possibilities that lie ahead. And if you get
too drunk and make a fool out of
yourself, just know that only half
of your class will be around to
witness it..
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Madonna likes it!
ACROSS
1. relating to a seizure
6. blend well
10. weed
14. model Campbell
15. talk to the guy upstairs
16. angel item
17. talk
18. only
19. type of exam
20. throws
22. can material
23. bible "to"
24. day of the week, for short

25. total
27. video recorder, for short
30. it can be high-pitched
32. potato state
36. important time
37. scarce amount
38. usually of the shish kind
39. holds with esteem
41. lacking germs
43. it's on the cake
44. online laughter
45. one half of a city in Iowa
46. prickly desert plants
47. recharge one company's
prepaid minutes
48. head piece
49. register as a participant, in
Britain
51. married female, for short
53. green-blue color
56. Roman 3
57. part of a war
61. gun fodder, for short
62. retired car brand, for short
64. swerved off course
65. gain benefits
66. important breaks in Britain
67. squeezing out
68. tennis great Arthur
69. infection of eyelid gland
70. income from investment paid
regularly

by Joshua O'Connell
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22

54
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61

50
56

65

■
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68

69

DOWN
1. of the present month
2. head of crime syndicate
branch
3. foot digits
4. collect
5. early hit (3 wds.)
6. prisoner soldiers
7. controversial album
8. breast implant alternative
9. it laughs a lot, supposedly
10. body blade
11. make (as in a wage)

12. wall slot
13. by one's self
21. was on one's feet
26. controversial cross-burning
video
27. containing cerium.
28. palms native to Asia
29. David Copperfield's specialty

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.

33

34

35

38
42

*

1
63

1
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"
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PUZZLE #2-I MEDIUM

2 9
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47
■ 49
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PUZZLE #1-EASY

26

'-

44

46

JUDOKU

23

■

43

13

Minor
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J

"

12

"
,.

"

17

63
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COFFEE BREAK

*

48

58

59

60

64

"
.
31. can be a contraction or
pronoun
33. follow, like rules
34. this Alex wrote Malcolm X's
story
35. extremely overweight
40. animal with a fun name
41. tree output
42. hand digit
44. early hit that doubles as an inn
47. it's flush with success
50. they happened in Watts after
Rodney King
52. gambler share
53. famous skater Lapinski
54. uncles
55. female domestic
58. exact double
59. time leading into Easter
60. border
63. wind direction

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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9
8
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4
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7 2 9 8 4 5 1
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6
1
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1 6 5
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1 7 2
7
4 9

9
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PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

9 1

3 5 8
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4
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5
1
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8
5

5
5 1

Week of
10/06/08
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PUZZLE #3-HARD
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1
7 2 3
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1
2
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1 5
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3
3
8
2
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1
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9
4
5
4
6
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com
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10/06/08
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You can get there from Stewart International.
Wherever you're traveling, chances are you can get there from Stewart International Airport. Stewart is one of
the smartest travel buys in the United States. In addition to the very competitive prices our partner airlines offer
on non-stop flights, Stewart offers you sensibly priced one-stop access to some of the most sought-after destinations.
What's more, Stewart is easily accessible via 1-84, the New York State Thruway or Metro-North Railroad,
and it hosts some of the world's best known airlines, including JetBlue, Delta, Northwest, and US Airways.
So wherever you're planning to go, take off from Stewart.
Above destinations can be reached by either non-stop flights or with one connection.

Stewart International Airport
Your neighborhood International Airport.

THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NY& NJ
panynj.info
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COFFEE BREAK
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by Michelle Morrison
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What are you doing
for Columbus Day weekend?

"I'm going to Plymouth
Rock dressed as a Puritan
to have a seance with my
ancestors."
- Becky Krause '09
___.„._ .

"Get together and study with my
friends..."
"I'm going home to get a home
cooked meal, to see my pets and
relax."

- Corey Dennis' 10

r Marissa McEneany '12

44t

±1-

-U"Going home... nothing exciti

"Well, now that I'm
21..."

- Emily Arietta ' 11

- Steve Parker '10
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Jack-O'-Lantern Spectacular
Oct. 23 thru Nov. 2
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You'll never see pumpkins the same way again.
Enjoy a show of intricately carved and glowing jack-o'-lanterns displayed along a winding
outdoor path after sunset — themed with music, props and special effects.
Come see the faces of Elvis, Gandhi, The Beatles, Obama and McCain, plus dinosaurs,
sharks and other creatures so realistic, you'll think it's all a trick. But it's not. It's the JackO'-Lantern Spectacular, the most amazingly artistic pumpkin display you'll ever see.
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Carve out some time — Buy your tickets online at MaritimeAquarium.org or stop by the

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Aquarium between 10 am and 5 pm daily.
Timed admission every half hour starting at 6 pm.
Advance tickets only.
10 North Water Street. Norwalk.CT • 203-852-0700
Supported by the State of Connecticut Commission on
Culture and Tourism

W

Die Marit line Aquarium
it's deeper than you think.

It's
worth
MIRROR
looking into.
\
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X'd out of town:

Men's Rugby finally stumbles, losses first match of the
season to crosstown rival Sacred Heart's 'X-Men'

BY ANDREW CHAPIN

Following a contested sin-bin, or
yellow card, against captain Timo WilThe sky was foreboding and the air was
son '09 for a dangerous tackle, he was
damp and heavy on the lungs.
forced to sit out for ten minutes.
There was excitement in the air, with
With no stoppage in play on the
Fairfield riding a three-game winning-streak,
field, Wilson remained in the penalty for
including two impressive wins over Marist
almost 13Tninut.es. In that time, Sacred
and Hofstra to start the season.
Heart capitalized on the man advantage
However, when the contest concluded,
and took the lead at 22-20, a lead that
Fairfield rugby players grimaced in anguish on
would ultimately stand.
the soggy field. Some remained on the ground
However, Fairfield fought until the
for several moments, staring at one another, or
final whistle. They had taken the ball to
more likely their shoes, in disbelief.
the doorstep of the Sacred Heart goal
On Sunday, Fairfield rugby (3-1) suffered
line. Haller appeared to score on a try
its first loss of the season in heartbreaking
attempt, but the referee saw otherwise.
fashion, falling 22-20 to arch-rival Sacred
After Haller was stripped of the ball
Heart (2-2).
on a final attempt, the clock ran out on
Fairfield appeared to be in control early,
Fairfield's perfect season.
X-Men Rugby/Contributed Photo
as Kevin Tarca '09 rammed a try through Passions run high: Sacred Heart pulled off an upset this past Sunday against the previously unbeaten
Leonard addressed his dejected
early on in the first half to give Fairfield a Fairfield "Red Ruggers" by a final score of 22-20. Men's rugby returns to action this Sunday against Vassar.
players, who sat silently unwrapping
5-0 lead after the two point conversion kick
their limbs as Sacred Heart celebrated
against Seton Hall, where they also went into the half trailing
on the field.
was missed.
After a lengthy back and forth in which Fairfield and the opposition.
"They took advantage of their opportunities," he said.
Sacred Heart traded possessions, Darragh Lynch '09 scored a
Fairfield began the second half with a turnover, which "That's how you win. Get ready for Tuesday."
try in the corner. After Fairfield missed the conversion kick, led to a Sacred Heart try.
Wilson would not dismiss the season, but he did acknowlFairfield now trailed 17-0, after the "X-Men" converted edge the importance of each of the remaining games, starting
it was 10-0.
Then came the Sacred Heart X-Men.
on the kick.
with next week's match at home against Vassar.
Coach Matthew Leonard, on the sideline, observed a
Undeterred by the spatter of the Sacred Heart sidelines,
His disappointment in the outcome, however, was as
the "Red Ruggers" trudged down the field, where Mark Keith lucidly clear as his realizations following the contest.
quality in the opposing team.
"That was a tough one to take. Real tough to be honest,"
"They're a scrappy team," said Leonard. "They're '11 put the ball over the line to cut the Sacred Heart lead to
hitting hard."
17-15 after a missed kick.
he said. "I think we may have taken them for granted a little
Sacred Heart marched down the field and scored a try.
Before long, Fairfield took the ball again and scored an bit and they ended up bringing it more than we did."
After they converted the kick, the Stags' lead was suddenly impressive try. It was highlighted by fluid ball movement
However, his excitement at the prospects of a return to
from captain Bob Haller '09 to Keith, who scored his second the playoffs was not diminished.
cut to 10-7.
"It'll make for a fun rest of the season because now we
Before the half was out, Sacred Heart had scored again. try of the contest.
Fairfield was now down 12-10, similar to last week's game
However, Fairfield's fortunes were about to change.
have to win out," he said.
'""". ;""' "'":''"'"
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HAIR EXTENSIONS BY SO CAP .
THE #1 BRAND IN THE WORLD,
CHECK US OUT AT MY SPACE

STUDENT SPECIALS
*WITH STUDENT I.D.
*JUNIOR AND SENIOR STYLISTS
*MENTION STUDENT DISCOUT WHEN
BOOKING APPOINTMENT

20 % OFF cuts and colors
Men's cuts $18
10 % OFF all products
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STUDENT SPECIAL
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jCROSS COUNTRY

Shipping up to Boston: After two impressive showings in two
invitational tournaments on campus, 2008 may just have the makings of
a banner year for both the men's and women's cross country teams.
Now, the teams take their strong start off campus. On Oct. 11,
the Stags take part in the New England Championships at Franklin
Park in Boston, Mass.
Perennial cross country powerhouse schools such as Brown,
Boston College, and Providence (which currently leads New England
polls for men's and women's teams) will take place in the event.
Despite low finishes last season, the team's strong freshman class
and marked improvement may lead to strong results come Saturday.
SWIMMING

Off the blocks: An Oct. 11 meet against Holy Cross marks
the start of the swim season for the men's and women's swimming
teams, both of which are hoping for improved team results in the
MAAC this season.
A glance at both team's roster, though, tells the story as the
season inches closer: a youth movement has begun.
Fifteen freshmen swimmers and divers have been added to the
men's roster, which represents its most significant roster expansion
in years. As for the women's team, the Stags added also 15 freshmen
for the upcoming season.

Peter Caty/The Mirror
Practice makes perfect: Matthew Uy' 10 and a teammate vie tor the ball during practice this past Tuesday morning, as the Stags
prepare for an out-of-conference duel against Boston College. The game is Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at Lessing Field.

IMALE STAG-LETEOF TMEWEEK

I

ATHLETE: Kevin Fitzpatrick 10
SPORT: Golf
ACHIEVEMENT: Junior Kevin Fitzpatrick finished fifth overall in the
Scotty Duncan Invitational in Wilmington, Del. this past weekend. Fitzpatrick, the Stags' top finisher on the weekend, ended the invitational with a
two-day score of 147, three shots over par. As a team, the men's golf team
finished tied for tenth place in a field of 15 teams. Collectively, the Stags
shot 624, or 48 shots over par. The men's golf team returns to the links
this weekend at the Colonial Golf Classic in Moon Township, Penn.

ICREW

FEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
Off to the races: The men's and women's crew team began
the team's series of fall races this past weekend in Hartford, Conn,
at the Head of the Riverfront.
Both teams continue falls races this coming weekend at the
Head of the Housatonic in Shelton, Conn.
Arguably the teams biggest fall competition, though, comes
the following week at the renowned Head of the Charles in Boston,
Mass. This season marks the race's 44th season on competition.
Last season, the men's team placed 17th out of the race's 43
participants. The women's team was equally impressive, and ended
the weekend in a tie for 16th place. •

ATHLETE: Molly Byrnes 09
SPORT: Field Hockey
ACHIEVEMENT: It was a weekend of firsts for the field hockey team.
On Thursday the Stags captured the team's first ever win in the America
East conference. A day later, senior Molly Byrnes was rewarded for her
game-winning goal against Vermont with the America East player of
the week award. Byrnes led the team with two goals on the week. The
Stags continue conference play this Saturday against Boston Univ.

MIRROR SPORTS
VERONICA FLORENTINO

3x5

Commentary Editor

CHRIS HALISKOE
Managing Director

RIVALRY EDITION

Sacred Heart. Not only do we have
such a close proximity, but we have to
change colors with them. White sea,
anyone? No, thanks!

I really dislike those munchkins
from Fairfield Prep. Stop looking
at porn in our campus center!

The rest of the Barron's book.

Whichever game has more fans.

How about Josh Kenney vs. the
rest of the senior class. My money's on the latter.

Tough call. But this is the year we
overcome both of those hurdles.

3. Are you excited for men's
soccer vs. Boston College?

Sure! The night will be Stag-positive... until the neighbors call to
complain about the P.A. system.

Leave soccer to the Europeans.

Free food at the Levee and a fire
after. As long as they win, that
night will be Stag-positive.

4. Favorite sports rivalry?

Yankees vs. Mets is pretty useless. Yankees vs. Red Sox is never
ending.

D2: The Mighty Ducks (under the
great Gordon Bombay's leadership) vs. Team Iceland.

Don Bosco vs. Bergen Catholic.
High school football at a professional level.

5. 'He Said' Rivalry Toss-up:
Stanczyk or Kenney?

Why doesn't anyone ever talk about
'She Said?' There's always drama
over 'He Said' and 'She Said' just
sits pretty!

Kenney is more beat than Pamela
Anderson's va-jay-jay.

Dan Stanczyk is the perfect 'He
Said'. That may mean that he will be
overweight, drunk and unemployed
for the rest of his life, though.

1. What school is Fairfield's
biggest rival?
2. Bigger Rivalry: men's basketball vs. Loyola or volleyball
vs. Siena?
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Putting it all together:
Men's soccer looks to bounce back with win over BC
BY TOM CLEARY

Men's soccer Head Coach Carl Rees has preached all
season long that his squad is working hard and just needs
to put it all together on the field at the same time.
On Friday afternoon at Iona, the Stags again could
not pull out a victory, dropping their first MAAC game
of the season 2-0.
Iona has a 7-2 record and sits in first place in the
MAAC with a 1-0 record, the only team in the conference to have won a game, so far. The Gaels are 7-2 on
the season, the second best record in the league behind
Loyola, which is 8-0-1. The Stags meanwhile are 3-4 and
0-1 in the MAAC.
The Stags let up a goal just 55 seconds into the game
when the Fairfield defense failed to clear the ball.
Iona's Giovanni Destasio passed the ball to fellow
winger Mario Rios, who sent the ball to Aly Lo, who shot
the ball off of Fairfield goalkeeper Justin Burse. As Burse
deflected the ball away, Destasio slid back in towards goal
and put the ball in the net. It was yet another time that the
Stags came close to locking down on defense, but let in
a goal at the last moment.
Fairfield struggled to keep the ball out away from its
own net during the first half, allowing a total of 12 shots
during the 45 minute period and forcing Burse to make
six saves during that stretch.
Burse was the one who kept the Stags in the game,
as he was able to hold Fairfield within one goal until the
72nd minute of the game. On a throw-in, Taurean Manders
tossed the ball to Keith Wood, who passed it on to Daniel
Indellicati, who shot the ball past Burse into the upper
corner of the net to secure a 2-0 lead.
Fairfield was still unable to score in the final 18 minutes of the game, despite out-shooting the Gaels 9-5. On
the game, the Stags were out-shot by just one goal, 18-17.

'NextYear'ishere:
KEITH CONNORS
SPORTS EDITOR

Exhausted and relieved, the
players gather together for one final
meeting on the far side of the court.
As the crowd eagerly watches
and the pep band roars with the
sounds of the alma mater, the women's volleyball team extends their
hands to the center.
Sure, any team on campus probably holds this typical post-game
exercise, but it's what comes after
that really tells the story.
They raise their hands, turn to
the stands and yell, "Thank you!"
Moments later, the players scurry to different ends of the court and
do something unseen to the casual
observer and something most would
consider ridiculous for a Division-I
athlete to do: They clean up their
very own equipment.
Somehow, in spite of all of their
achievements and regular season
successes, the Stags still have the humility absent even among most Little
League teams in today's world.
The volleyball team's customary
salute to the pep band and their spin
on post-game exterior designing may
be the most fitting stories to explain
why the team deserves our respect,
but it would be remiss to not add that,
despite a rookie head coach and a
roster that lost eight players from a
season ago, this team has earned it.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Big game against Boston: Christian Uy '10 dribbles away from fellow classmate Charlie Grover during Tuesday morning's practice at Alumni Field. The Stags will look to Jesuit rival Boston College on Wednesday night.

Goalkeeper Nils Binstock recorded five saves Gaels to
record a shutout, his sixth of the year.
The Stags head into their final non-conference game
of the season against Boston College on Wednesday night.
The Eagles are 4-4-1 so far this season, but coming off of
a 1-0 double overtime loss to Duke.
The Stags then have more than a week off before a
crucial MAAC match-up against St. Peter's on Oct. 17.

Volleyball may just be on its way to
long-awaited MAAC title

With five
consecutive
losses in the
MAAC conference championship game and a
head coach that left
town at the drop of
a phone call serving as a prelude, the
season began with
a 2-9 record.
In their out-ofconference schedule,
the Stags struggled
against premier opponents Seton Hall,
Temple and Connecticut, most of which
play in renowned
conferences.
As if the opHappy endings?: Last season's volleyball team
ponents themselves (above) came up just short of a MAAC conference title.
were not enough,
resiliency into redemption.
the team had to
Regardless of the outcome of
cope with a rigorous travel schedule
that had the Stags criss-crossing the this Saturday's match against Siena,
Northeast during the first days of the the same team that crushed the Stags
chance to clinch an NCAA tournaAlija Pittenger era.
The out-of-conference schedule ment on their own home court only
took the team from Long Island to a few months ago, the Stags early
Philadelphia to Northern Illinois in season MAAC performance this
year has shown the conference much
a matter of 13 days.
Still, as soon as the calendar more than just their obvious talent.
It has shown their heart.
turned from September to October and
And if heart counts for anything
the schedule shifted to MAAC games,
the Stags managed to eschew talk of in this world, then 2008 may finally
be the feel good ending that volleypressure and maintain their poise.
Six consecutive conference wins ball deserves.
later, the Stags now have the look of
a contender with an eye on turning

FairfieldMirror.com
• Coverage of the Stags game against BC
• Live game blog by Keith Connors and
Tom Cleary
Click on ±-fc -today

Split start to the MAAC
season for women's soccer
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The women's soccer team kicked off the MAAC con
ference portion of their schedule this
past weekend, playing both Rider and
Loyola on the road. They split the series, winning against Rider, but falling
to Loyola.
Fairfield now boasts a 8-3-2 overall
record and a 1-1 MAAC record.
Despite splitting the opening
games, head coach Jim O'Brien feels
O'BRIEN
his team is still ahead of schedule.
"I think as young as we are, we are
ahead of schedule," said O'Brien. "We are getting a great deal
of respect from opponents."
Fairfield has struggled to score in recent games, scoring
only two goals in the past four games. O'Brien said that teams
are focusing more on stopping the Stags' attack.
"At Rider, we played against a set defense, where the
priority was to keep us at bay and it was very difficult to break
down," said O'Brien. "Loyola played a formation with only
one attacker and played close to the vest."
Fairfield was also hurt by the absence of senior midfielder
Ahna Johnson, who sat out against Loyola.
Fairfield opened the weekend with a 2-1 win in doubleovertime to beat Rider.
The game came down to the wire, as freshman Spenser
Allaway scored off a ball from sophomore Nicole Cavallaro
with 86 seconds left in the final overtime to earn the Stags the
win. Junior Chrissie Sidie scored the first goal for Fairfield,
giving the Stags a 1-0 lead.
Fairfield then traveled to Loyola, but was unable to earn
a result, falling 1-0.
"I think we had three games on the road and spent 22
hours on a bus the past week," said O'Brien. "Obviously, it's
a big rivalry and has been in past years, but I feel that it's a
friendly rivalry.
"We have a lot of respect for them and they have respect
for us. It was a good, quality soccer game," O'Brien added.

Editor: Keith Connors
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Euro Trip: Deng Gai '05 (left) and Sabra Wrice '08 (right) are among several former Fairfield basketball players currently playing for professional teams in European leagues.

Sabra Wrice inks deal with pro
team in England; teammate
Meka Werts to play in Finland
mation. From there, the coaches
in England liked what they saw
from
tapes.
Sabra Wrice '08 graduated as
"We had several options, but
one of the top scorers in women's
basketball history, while Meka Werts I knew the player I wanted and
'08 provided a spark off the bench for was in no doubt that -Wrice is
that player," TEAM Northumbria
the Stags.
Now both players have brought coach Deirdre Hayes told the
their games overseas to play at the Evening Chronicle.
The team will also be payprofessional level.
Wrice has signed to play in Eng- ing for Wrice to earn her postMirror File Photo
land, while Werts will play in Finland. graduate master's degree.
Nice: Sabra Wrice '08, the Stags' seni6r
Werts attended a tryout in Very
Wrice will join TEAM Northumbria,
captain and leading scorer a season ago, recently
which finished third in the England Manchester, N.H. where she at- signed a contract with TEAM Northumbria.
Basketball Division One last season. tracted the interest of some teams.
Werts will play for Team Honsu, Based on that workout, she landed
in three point field goal made.
which finished seventh in Division I a deal with a team in Finland.
"That's going to be a big chalFor
Fairfield,
two
players
playlast season.
lenge
[to replace them]," said Frager.
ing
overseas
could
provide
a
boost
Both players are extremely quick
"Not
only
did we lose the leading
for
recruiting.
two-guards who can finish in the lane
scorer
in
Sab,
but Meka was the spark
"Obviously,
it
can't
hurt,"
said
or shoot from outside.
off
the
bench.
You can't replace Sabra
"The European game is a little Frager. "Not that we are specifically
with
one
player,
so the question is:
more open, guards and post players focusing on international players, but
Can
the
role
players
transition into
play the perimeter and pop threes,", we just want to branch out, which is
said Fairfield Head Coach Joe Frager. what we are trying to do now. We'll primetime players?"
"So, yes, their quickness will really know soon since the signing period is c<xx>o<x><x><xxxxx><><><xx><x><x>o<x><>
coming up in November."
help them."
Another Stag playing profes. Wrice averaged 16.2 points per
The teams both players signed
with are competitive professional game last season, while Werts aver- sionally overseas is Brett Maron '08.
Maron was one of the top goalkeepers
aged 6.5 off the bench.
teams.
While the two players have gone in women's soccer history and signed
"If you think of it as a three-tiered
system, they would be in the second on to professional careers, they also with a second-tier team in Iceland.
leave a void in Fairfield's backcourt. She is back in the states currently, but
tier," said Frager.
After last season, Frager knew Wrice finished seventh in the pro- according to Fairfield Head Coach
a coach in England and gave both gram's history having scored 1,577 Jim O'Brien, the top-tier team in IceWrice and the coach contact infor- points and Werts was seventh all-time land has interest in bringing her up.

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

O'Sullivan attempts to join
fellow former Stags in Europe
BY TOM CLEARY

While the NBA may not be a viable option for most
Fairfield men's basketball players following their careers as Stags, there is still a
chance to play professional basketball.
That chance often comes overseas in
Europe or in smaller American leagues,
like the Continental Basketball Association
or the American Basketball Association.
Among the former men's basketball
players still active are Terrence Todd
'06, Deng Gai '05, Rob Thomson '04 and
O'SULLIVAN
Darren Phillip '00.
Forward Marty O'Sullivan, who
graduated last year, has signed with an agent and is planning
to play in Europe this season, according to his brother Jimmy,
who is currenntly a junior at Fairfield.
His brother also said that Marty is still living in Fairfield
and working out, but that he should be signing with a team
within the next few weeks.
Last season, Todd played for a team in Ireland, the UCC
Demons and averaged 22.2 points per game, and 3.4 assists
per game. Todd was named to the All-Irish Superleague
1 st-team.
Gai, who was sighed with the Philadelphia 76ers for a
short time in 2005 and played two games, spent last season
playing for Basco Slask in Poland. He played just nine games
because of an injury.
Thomson played last year in Romania for Gaz Metan,
averaging 12.8 points and 7.6 rebounds per game. In 2007, he
lived in Rwanda as a relief worker, was given citizenship and
played for national team in the African Championships.
Phillip is back with the Spanish-league CAI Zaragoza
squad that he has spent two season with. Last year he averaged
18 points and 6.5 rebounds per game.
He played 15 minutes in there one game this year, scoring
three points and pulling down one rebound.
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